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Suite, home for a blissful 24 hours, featured a bronze statue depicting 
Kali, the goddess of eternal energy, coffee-table books recounting the 
lifestyle of the princely rulers from Rajasthan, and intricate Kalamkari 
paintings (artwork composed with a pen). My friend and I were 
greeted by the aroma of my requested roses and a beaming Sujoy, 
his white-gloved hand proffering chilled towels followed by flutes 
of champagne. Sujoy’s genuine warmth and eagerness to please left 
me feeling like royalty. At my offer of a tip, he said it wasn’t money 
he wanted but to make me happy.
    Sujoy and Anupam were my points of contact for the entire stay – 
no need to call room service, the front desk or concierge. As Sujoy 
said, “Call and I’ll be there in 30 seconds.” 
    The Attachés’ desire to please extended not just to me but to various 
friends visiting me. For instance, Sujoy insisted on not just making 
a lunch reservation for my friend Laurie but escorting her to Sirio, 
the restaurant recently opened by the Pierre in partnership with 
famed restaurateur Sirio Maccioni. Another visitor’s request for fresh 
guava juice sparked several calls to quench his desire. Maintenance 
    Of course these wishes paled in comparison to the reported requests 
of previous Grand Suite guests, such as ‘babysitting’ an elderly relative 

while the guest and his children toured Manhattan, or transforming 
the hotel room into a winter wonderland replete with fake snow. As 
Anupam emphasized, “I would never consider a request to be bizarre; 
we always say ‘it’s challenging’.”
    With enough notice, it’s also possible to arrange a customized Royal 
Culinary Journey – a multi-course extravaganza, including an amuse 
bouche avocado pani puris with spiced vodka, created by Executive 
Chef Ashfer Biju and presented on plates adorned with edible gold, 
rose petals and saffron – served in The Presidential Suite, if available. 
    Although I did not request this particular delight, I did succumb 
to a Royal Indulgence Bath, lovingly prepared by Anupam, whose 
final touch was to strew rose petals up to and onto the edges of the 
deep, marble soaking tub now imbued with intoxicatingly scented 
oils and other potions. Once my Attaché departed, I basked in the 
watery idyll, sipping champagne and nibbling fois gras. How quickly 
one can become accustomed to living inside such a ‘pampered’ bubble. 
    In the waning hours of my respite from reality, I realized that the 
sole negative of having my own Attachés was the knowledge that 
I’d have to give them up. Coming home with me was perhaps the 
only request that couldn’t be granted.   

To reserve a Grand Suite retreat complete with Taj Royal Attaché Service, 
call 1-800-743-7734 or email thepierreresv.ny@tajhotels.com.

Foot bath

Taj Royal Attaché Morning Tea Service. 
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by MarLa CiMini

with over 350 days of sunshine every year, southwestern 
New Mexico is ideal for remarkable outdoor activities 
and travel adventures. While in Las Cruces and the 

neighboring town of Mesilla, you may find yourself hiking 
through stunning sand dunes, taste-testing extraordinarily 
hot chile peppers, or dining on authentic New Mexican fare 
at some of the area’s historical establishments. 

EndlEss WhitE sands 

    For a truly out-of-this world experience, a visit to White 
Sands National Monument gives visitors the opportunity to 

step onto the world’s largest gypsum dune field, featuring pure 
white sands stretching out for miles. Standing in the middle 
of the silent and serene rolling mounds conjures ethereal 
images of lunar landscapes, as the stark and seemingly endless 
whiteness pops against the deep azure New Mexican sky. The 
glistening, wave-like dunes appear to be alive … constantly 
drifting into high mounds, shape-shifting from 10 to about 
60 feet in height – surreal and spectacular. 
    Located in the Tularosa Basin, the 275-square-mile monument 
is situated between Alamogordo and Las Cruces. In 1933, 
President Herbert Hoover established the White Sands National 
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Monument by official proclamation, formally recognizing the 
uniqueness of southern New Mexico’s white sand. Created to 
protect the environment, the monument’s dune field is the 
world’s largest. Although many dune fields exist across the 
globe, there are only a handful of gypsum dune fields, as most 
are made up of brown quartz and other minerals.  
    The monument features plenty of nature activities for 
adults and children alike, including hiking trails, backpacking, 
picnicking, ranger-guided walks, sunset strolls, stargazing and 
more. The monument is also becoming increasingly popular 
for weddings, for those who wish to say, “I do” amidst the 
striking natural backdrop of powder white sands and blue sky. 
    Not surprisingly, Hollywood has been attracted to the natural 
beauty of the sand dunes as well; movies, commercials and 
music videos have been filmed at the monument, including: 
The Men who Stare at Goats; Transformers 1 and 2; Young Guns 

2 and the iconic 1968 Clint Eastern western, Hang ‘Em High.  
    On a recent visit, I had the chance to go sledding in the 
sunshine, which was much warmer and an overall more pleasant 
experience than sliding down freezing cold, snow-covered 
hills. Grabbing our round plastic sleds, my small 
yet enthusiastic group embraced their childhood 
again by happily flinging themselves down the 
dunes – screeching with laughter as we careened 
down the hills. 
    What impressed me the most about the gorgeous 
white sand dunes, however, was the sound of 
silence. The ethereal acoustics are lovely and 
unexpectedly peaceful, especially for first-time 
visitors. 

hot stuff: ChilE PEPPEr institutE

    So, you like to spice things up? Las Cruces is 
home to the world’s only Chile Pepper Institute, 
which was established in 1992 and is based at 
the New Mexico State University’s campus. The 
institute is a non-profit organization dedicated to 
research and education relating to all things chile 
peppers. It focuses on the findings of horticulturist 
Fabian Garcia, who introduced the standardization 
process for chile peppers in 1888 and is considered 
the father of the chile pepper industry.  
    The institute studies everything you could 
possibly want to know about these spicy peppers. 
And if you are feeling especially brave, you can try 
the world's absolute hottest chile pepper, called 

Bhut Jolokia, a variety originating 
in Assam, India. It was entered into 
the Guinness World Records by 
surpassing the previous champion, 
Red Savina. The ‘heat’ of chile 
peppers is measured in Scoville heat 
units (SHU), which is the amount of 
chile extract added to sugar syrup 
before its heat becomes detectable. 
For example, a sweet pepper or a bell 
pepper, containing no capsaicin at all, 
has a Scoville rating of zero, meaning 
no heat detectable. The hottest chiles, 
such as habaneros, have a rating of 
200,000 or more, indicating that their 
extract must be diluted over 200,000 
times before the capsaicin presence 
is undetectable. The Bhut Jolokia 
reached one million SHUs, which is 
nearly double the SHUs of Red Savina, 

which measured 577,000.
    For the true pepper enthusiast who would 
like to experience them firsthand, the institute 
welcomes visitors to their teaching garden, 
which is open from June to October, seven 
days a week. 
    It’s not just the overwhelming number of 
different types of peppers that can cause 
confusion, however. The spelling of the word 
‘chile’ has a diverse history as well. Originally, 
chile comes from the term chilli that is derived 
from the Aztecs. Later, the spelling was changed 
to chile by Spanish-speaking Mexicans, and 
the word chili was used in the United States. 
According to the Chile Pepper Institute, the 
term ‘chile’ is used when referring to the plant 
(or fruit from the plant), while the term ‘chili’ 
refers to a culinary dish consisting of meat, beans, 
tomatoes and chile powder. 

dining in MEsilla 

    The dining scene in Las Cruces and the 
surrounding area is vibrant and authentic. An upscale historical 
establishment, the Double Eagle restaurant in nearby Old 
Mesilla offers a wide selection of steaks and seafood in a lively, 
yet elegant ambiance (along with a few resident ghosts to add 
some extra thrills to your meal). Boasting the only dedicated 
beef-aging room in New Mexico, The Double Eagle’s lunch, 
dinner and Sunday brunch feature an array of hearty choices, 
with fresh, piquant local flavors mixed in. A few favorites 
include chicken Mesilla (with green chile and guacamole); 
chile con queso macaroni; and New Mexican Plato Rio Grande, 
featuring a filet mignon steak, red chile sauce, green chile 
relleno, chicken enchilada and black beans. The restaurant’s 
labyrinth of rooms and its unique history make for an even 
more intriguing experience. 
    Nearby – but worlds apart – is another local eatery that is 
rich in New Mexican history: La Posta de Mesilla, located in 
the heart of town and considered a favorite since opening its 

doors back in 1939. The building itself is a 
registered historic landmark, as the structure 
is a traditional adobe. Despite that, it’s not a 
subdued place; exotic birds greet guests as they 
step into the entranceway, and some nights 
live traditional music is featured. Offering a 
full menu of Mexican cuisine, along with an 
impressive margarita selection, the restaurant 
is casual, fun and upbeat, to say the least. In 
addition to enchiladas, tacos and tamales, a 
house special includes ‘tostados compuestos’: 
toasted corn tortilla cups filled with frijoles, 
red chile con carne, and topped with chopped 
lettuce, diced tomatoes and grated cheddar 
cheese. A local favorite is the sour cream 
enchiladas, with corn tortillas (smothered in 
green chile sauce, of course) and topped with 
grated cheddar cheese, sour cream, and refritos, 
rice and house-made Mexican slaw.  
    After experiencing all the exciting outdoor 
adventures and zesty dining experiences in 
southwestern New Mexico, I can say that one 
thing is certain when visiting this part of the 
state: Arrive ready to get your chile on!
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